11/1/15, Sunday, 3:50 pm

An Akpule House 3rd

Auntie Strider continued when I got up another scene ensued.

Like a repeat of Friday’s inability to take out the trash.

By 4:00, former roommate here, but she did not.

But the week-staff had put up the new chore list. It isn’t my chore this month. I just have to get upset.

If making “try to help people time.” However, the girl who’s close is 1 didn’t see all day, as she is those 2 room-tee-rose and 1 other girl have just not been there.

She thought people are sleeping. Which is, like a board. Of course, I am happy and therefore do it. I’ve been missing the weekend wear. I will be here for all the yelling.

It’s part of the entertainment. lured, call for action maybe. Now I’d come into the living room, early known for more a like the last time.

5:30 pm - just fell asleep. Here’s the food.

I dream-type place conversation by the Robin staff and we were two at a 4-handed face playing over my stool. If I woke up.

11/2/15, Mon night, 9:45. It went on more or less for how much write a small household like it’s could expense to write. Now they’re doing a floor of the garbage not being drayed by the new chore holder, but, worse.
The Salvation Army is now Hiring Bell Ringers!

To apply you must have a valid ID and a social security card.
Dates and time are listed below.

20021 Aircraft DR
Germantown, MD 20284

10/6, 10/8, 10/12, 10/14, 10/16, 10/20, 10/23, 10/27, 10/29
10:00am-2:00pm

If you have any question please call
Nicole Simms @ 301-515-5354X18
Call at 9 AM/10/7
Call at 9 AM 10/8

Let’s have a great season!
# Authorized Representative Form

## Assistance with completing this application

You can choose an authorized representative.

You can give a trusted person permission to talk about this application with us, see your information, and act for you on matters related to this application, including getting information about your application and signing your application on your behalf. This person is called an "authorized representative." If you ever need to change your authorized representative, contact DC Health Link. If you’re a legally appointed representative for someone on this application, submit proof with the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Name of authorized representative (First name, Middle name, Last name)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECO (Depth 46310)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Address</th>
<th>3. Apartment or suite number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C/O Washington Hosp Ctr. 110 Irving Street, NW Room # 3227, North Addition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, DC 20010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. City</th>
<th>5. State</th>
<th>6. ZIP code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>20010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7. Phone number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(202) 377-6565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. Organization name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECO Recovery Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9. ID number (if applicable)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By signing, you allow this person to sign your application, get official information about this application, and act for you on all future matters related to this application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. Your signature</th>
<th>11. Date (mm/dd/yyyy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>04/06/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For certified application counselors, navigators, agents, and brokers only.

Complete this section if you’re a certified application counselor, navigator, agent, or broker filling out this application for somebody else.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Application start date (mm/dd/yyyy)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. First name, Middle name, Last name, &amp; Suffix</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Organization name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. ID number (if applicable)</th>
<th>5. Agents/Brokers only: NPN number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEED HELP WITH YOUR APPLICATION?
Visit [DCHealthLink.com](http://DCHealthLink.com) or call us at 1-855-532-5465. Para obtener una copia de este formulario en Español, llame 1-855-532-5465. If you need help in a language other than English, call 1-855-532-5465 and tell the customer service representative the language you need. We'll get you help at no cost to you. TTY users should call 711.
This letter became too big for me to be able to photocopy and send by regular mail. So, I am writing to ask for your help. I have been promised a $100 Christmas gift by a Mr. Fosshay, who is a friend of a friend. However, I have not received it yet. I am in an emergency situation and need the money to buy food and other essentials. I was supposed to receive it last week, but I have not heard from him. I am very worried and I hope you can help me get this gift as soon as possible.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Another form of Armageddon-creating horror is that I have no responsible adult to discuss anything with and these scary envelopes keep arriving and nobody knows anything about me at all alone here with all different kinds of horrors. Right now I've got 2 girls each coughing on either side of me, a copy-offspring of Mr. Foshay sitting by the bathroom door and no running water for the toilets, sinks or showers with no notice, and my Medicaid had been cut off by a trick with the mail, that I merely can't prove I'd mailed-in the renewal form or time last year and since I got out from the 9 days in GwOH during which I'd met you the health insurance company simply doesn't write to me by mail, won't send new insurance paperwork. Every day all I do is look for a responsible adult to help me with any of all of this.

I don't have any responsible adult because I was sabotage-put into a family with this underground-person, Mr. Foshay. I don't know anything about him I'd left his Bronx apartment in 1973. I could never guess-describe what these system-people have been doing behind my back all my life for the purpose of acquiring pornography of me out here. But also nobody has any responsible adult, the mayor here also having been in the surrounded-trap of John Carroll's line of people.
Dr. Morgan Delaney
2150 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.,
Third Floor
Washington, DC 20037-3201
(202) 741-3333
November 21, 2014

Dear Dr. Delaney,

I hope you received the letter of early October through the regular post. I can't imagine why nobody on Earth can be bothered contacting me. It's been one thing after another, the latest being that this homeless shelter is run by an East European group, working out of Colorado.

Longtime-mayor and now council member Marion Barry appears to be the same sort of generational-slave as Obadiah B. Brown, who'd co-founded George Washington University as Columbia College. Luther Rice and Archbishop John Carroll, and it looks like descendants of these inmates from the Bicêtre asylum in Paris, were or are also still with him. Sig in this underneath.

Dr. Pinel was about contemporary with Carroll.

---

Mental illness 409

Humane treatment of people with mental illness gained importance in the late 1700's. This painting shows Philippe Pinel, a French physician of that period, pointing and demanding the removal of chains from inmates of a hospital for people with mental illness in Paris. Through Pinel's efforts, many hospitals introduced more humane treatment programs that included fresh air, exercise, and pleasant surroundings.

Dear Dr. Delaney,

I hope you received my letter of early this month through the regular post. Instead of "averting the end of Earth," I'm so desperate, I'll have to describe that I'm totally alone trying to "save the world" while the Armageddon trick is they've been saying that behind my back for decades to trick normal people to various holocaust-traps, a sneaky "revolution."

It's like this group on the right-left France and came here. I just realized that longtime D.C. mayor/councilmember Marion Barry is a generational slave of the type like Dr. Pinell on the left in this painting that hangs in the old men's asylum in Paris, the Bicêtre which is the same as here's John Carroll, 1735-1815 Luther Rice and Obediah B. Crown of George Washington University's Founding Comedian Bob Hope and too many others to name... we can't get away from the Autism-paths.
Dr. Morgan Delaney  
2150 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., third floor  
Washington, DC 20037  
(202)  
September 29, 2014  

Dear Dr. Delaney,

I haven't been able to get this letter to you started yet; please let me try to get it to you next week.

Basically I'm trying to get the assistance of ANYONE out by you, a student or a medical personnel that would be interested in what I'm trying to explain about the Autism-psychopathy that afflicted people planned the underground and food-system for the purpose of clearing the Earth of other males, males not from their Paleo-American long-separated group, political group. This shows that Mr. Foshay had always led a secret life as a mobster, the small family just a cover-front for his real activities, and it's why everything has been horrible in my life AND it's how the secret-system has been getting that Biblical Armageddon-threat pulled off. Like I'm invisibly connected to the 3 suitcases in the picture, the same with the whole planet-Armageddon.
DOJ won’t even speak with me and I find that there isn’t anything that isn’t DOJ-connected. Homeland Security’s 1st chief (Tom Ridge) looked like he’s a son of J. Edgar Hoover the same way there are thousands of Mr. Foshay’s all over.

That made me recall this Artist, Stanley Finch, who’d set up the early FBI, and he looks to be descended from Theodosius II, as in this old, original, law-code book picture in a 1985 book, “The Evolution of Law,” by Alan Dershowitz. This modern author is another example, and probably so is the actor Tom Hanks, of Forrest Gump.
In 2008 he told me this isn't him, but now that I've found the other picture I'm pretty sure it is. The caption lies that this is the Federal Witness Protection program chief in the 2002 book, "WITSEC" by Gerald Shur and Pete Earley.

The Witness Protection program is that the govt. can get away with running this LURE off of stranded me because Mr. F. will would sign me away into a "nuthouse." This guy is no biological or legitimate family to me, someone gave baby me to a monster type of person. I had tricks played on my mind virtually every day of my life, as with this "French Connection" big problem, and left his Bronx apt. in 1973.

In the film Tony Fuca was morphed into this character, (his brother and father were also involved.)

And Fernando Rey both represented morphed-Mr. F. character and replaced the real-life French main trafficker. But I ran into a 1954 Theatre guild picture of a drama critic, Vernon Rice, and I think the French real trafficker Jean Jehan was actually that drama critic faked his death and went to France and set this ritual up.
Record haul of 88 pounds of pure heroin is displayed by some of the arresting officers after seizure in Tony Fuca's basement (February 25, 1962). Tony, left, is held by Vinnie Hawkes; man in suit, center, is Deputy Chief Inspector of N.Y. Narcotics Bureau Edward Carey; on his left, Sgt. Jack Fleming of Special Investigating Unit; Agent Frank Waters of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, and N.Y. narcotics agent Ben Fitzgerald.

Mr. Fuca has high-functioning Autism-psychopathy.

Mr. F has this whole secret life I never guessed about.

He was never my real parent, but a sabotage.

He probably doesn't know or care about the Biblical prophecies.

For 9 1/2 years I've been writing to him about all of this invisible-torture LURE and the evidence I've collected that it has us headed to TOTAL PLANETARY EXTINCTION.
Date of Notice: 05/06/2014

Kathleen Foshay
425 2nd street NW
Washington, DC 20001

Subject: Incomplete Application for Health Care Coverage

You set up a user account for health insurance, but you did not complete the application to determine if you are eligible for Medicaid or private health insurance through DC Health Link.

If you would like to see if you are eligible for health care coverage, go on-line and log in to your “My Account” to complete your application. We cannot determine your coverage for health insurance if an application is not submitted. If you need help to access your user ID and/or password or to complete your application, call DC Health Link Customer Service at 1-855-532-5465.

If you do not want to apply on-line through your “My Account,” you can also apply by:

- Calling the DC Health Link Customer Service 1-855-532-5465 to submit an application over the phone.
- Mailing a completed application to DC Health Link, Department of Human Services, Case Records Management Unit, 441 4th Street, NW, Suite 1C-15, Washington DC 20001.
- Visiting your local Economic Security Administration (ESA) Service Center. (Call DC Health Link Customer Service at 1-855-532-5465 for a list of locations).
- Faxing the completed application to the DC Health Link Customer Service Center at 202-671-4400.

If you do not complete and submit your application by 06/10/2014, your information will be deleted from our system. You will then have to start a new application if you still want health insurance.

Questions? Call DC Health Link Customer Service toll free at (855)532-5465, TTY/TDD 711 (1-855-532-5465) or go online to www.DCHealthLink.com.
Eh, referencing your Ethics Committee, I am involved in every thing about your situation, if anything could be done about every thing. In such a secret system, the system is secret for no other reason than it everything else is something I am being wrong. It would take a separate letter to address that. Medicaid is in the process but not activated and AS (not fill the 2 prescriptions (Adair and Spiriva) and the worker suggests it by MS Pharmacy. The issue has been punishing health on any excuses and not losing the medicine as prescribed is an excuse for artificially giving me this "shortness of breath" problem. It's all done so subtly that it's hard to catch them at it and my notes are gone but I have a lot of experience in the medical field that I feel that getting the 004 to admit to its own existence is the only way my difficulties can be straightened out. I've tried to get a letter together for busy-petty staff of the Dept. of Commerce as I've been trying to reach them in Chicago for three years. They are on each end of my course spring-to-summer daily walk since 2003, and now I've been learning all this about the in-between and plastics, as subject for the Dept. of Commerce.adesh, please find 4 pages of extra background on mv world's worst situation, then this cant'd on p. 6. Thank you.

Mr. Freshley is like the only mail-contact I've been allowed the only source of cash-money since 2007, at 6 $300 to $400 a year. In small gifts and holiday presents but it's like an unbelievable situation where he's sort of like the govt(DHS's assurance he won't get caught at using me for 0.95 and sure he's actually talking us to jointly pull out the PLANETARY EXTINCTION, please take care not to forget all the psychopathic disabilities and the facts don't believe it. It isn't an alternative lifestyle.

We been long for anyone to assist me this double-judgement is years old now the system is 'expectably' 'disappearing' me via case artifically. Due to my health problems and I'm totally alone all it takes a long time to get a identification center delay like I'm trying to do as soon as I try again on getting the 2 prescriptions filled, being referred to 3 different offices all of my while the delegation calls on me.

Dear Georgetown
hand-copy letter to Dr. Roth, 5/18/14

These are a lot of different subjects but I think there is also a character in Miss Welch's book (under her then-name of Wetlauf) that may be allegorical for my "Neanderthal-Foshay" big problem. The library discontinued keeping the 1992 novel it was on its way out when I found and quick-read as much as I could only and no longer have the notes I'd taken. There's a homicide sergeant at the beginning and only in 1 other scene I've seen, where the protagonist lyingly denies knowledge of the murder of her next-door neighbors. That was a shocking lie but in retrospect I recall that Manuel always shot his victims in the same place, the neck, yet the Sgt. didn't say that there were a lot of that type of murder a serial-killer around so maybe "Sherry" suspected him of somehow covering up for the boy. My finding is that the Autism-people had met and partnered with at least 1 type of Neanderthal people. The homicide Sgt. sounds like a "Neanderthal-Foshay" type. I think they however were "dwarfed" and raised to work with Suzy's ancestors type. I'm not sure if Jack or Suzy's ancestor was the "Dr. Frankenstein" or for that matter even the "Christ's original type. But Suzy's type seemed forced to work with the Autists' partner-Neanderthals and to have "created" a small-sized type they could work with as representing the Neanderthals in the base-home under Siberia-Mongolia.

Three types of "Neanderthal-Foshays" come up in this, but the type like the homicide Sgt. has next-of-kin power over me, and hasn't ever liked me, and is very connected to this
Katalin E. Roth, M.D., J.D.
Assoc. Prof. Dept. of Medicine
2150 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 741-2191
for 741-2791
email: kroth@hpa.georgetown.edu

May 19, 2014
Re: Thank you note re: request to pull another letter

Dear Dr. Roth,

Thank you for your assistance on Friday and Saturday at the beginning of this month. Before I can send the rest you
noticed I am back in all the same everywhere.

The mediator has been approved but I can’t get the right for
the financial one yet. For some reason I keep getting pulled
for the paperwork. I requested to get a copy so the
veteran can get a copy of my health certificate and search
for the replacement social security card. I am curious for
another one to make sure the date is the same one.

I don’t know if I can get a copy of the

(continued on p. 3)
CONSENT TO BEING PHOTOGRAPHED & ASSUMPTION OF RISK

NOTICE OF FILMING

BY ENTERING THIS AREA, YOU HEREBY IRREVOCABLY CONSENT TO BEING PHOTOGRAPHED, FILMED AND/OR OTHERWISE RECORDED. YOUR ENTRY CONSTITUTES YOUR CONSENT TO SUCH PHOTOGRAPHY, FILMING AND/OR RECORDING AND TO THE USE OF YOUR LIKENESS, VOICE, NAME AND BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION FOR ANY PURPOSE AND IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER IN ANY AND ALL MEDIA NOW KNOWN OR HEREAFTER DEvised, THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE, IN PERPETUITY, IN CONNECTION WITH CAPITAL ONE SERVICES, LLC (AND ALL ALLIED, ANCILLARY AND SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS THEREIN) AND/OR ANY OTHER MATERIAL EMBODYING SUCH PHOTOGRAPHY, FILMING AND/OR RECORDING, WITHOUT ANY PAYMENT TO YOU. YOU UNDERSTAND THAT ALL PHOTOGRAPHY, FILMING AND/OR RECORDING WILL BE DONE IN RELIANCE ON THIS CONSENT GIVEN BY YOU BY ENTERING THIS AREA. YOU RELEASE CAPITAL ONE SERVICES, LLC, MULLEN COMMUNICATIONS, INC, AWESTRUCK MAKETING GROUP, AND THEIR AFFILIATES, LICENSEES, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS FROM ANY CLAIMS, DAMAGES, COSTS, AND CAUSES OF ACTION OF EVERY KIND AND NATURE, INCLUDING PERSONAL INJURY AND PROPERTY INJURY, IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROGRAM.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE FOREGOING, PLEASE DO NOT ENTER THIS AREA.
What a strange note and to claim that I'm leaving against medical advice, all this time of therapy here. There isn't anything else I can do, the people being my best step toward doing anything. It's hard to figure just now recalling that the Safeway on 17th St. - my 1st visit may get upset, if I'm in a room for awhile and go back there with "mustofe. Mem" or whatever my "Fun" situation is being called, etc. as Kathleen Roth is in the area again, she's got all these bugs in mind. I haven't signed the ARM advice form yet so I'd guess my outlook aren't on their way here. They seem to know and time everything in advance, that it's likely to be timed for me to leisurely walk to the library and Safeway but such as that I'd have to immediately get straight to the shelter and hence into the right scene for the underground. There was a police bust evening that day like Mrs. Canti and took the chair out of here, like maybe the plan was. It shall be on see this paper. I'd have to determine the trash the Medicaid payment problem. I can't believe all these papers are here. Then she'd get the safe death whether I could stay anyway or not decision. It all chain might have been absent. It is so bad that I don't want to be down that the real he I don't have to get to the shelter to 7-73DP or he'll be back & a nurse but getting the ring signal whatever else. Why doesn't anybody think the global system has got or maybe has got autism or any other problem.
Dear George Washington University Hospital,

I'm trying to get out of here and you are so much like this Autism psychopathy problem that it seems my writing subject matter is why you are holding me with this bizarre story about putting an oxygen tank onto me.

What could I do to reach someone here that I'm the only one trying to get everyone out of this "Brave New World" dead end? My work has always been treated like a joke and so I don't think anyone here's been considering it.

I was all alone out there with no one ever speaking to me about anything, no health concerns, no place else I could go, and now it's the diametric opposite. I'm actually the most invisibly-tortured person that ever lived, but without my notes and all it'd be impossible to prove.

What you probably think "Autism" is I call Past-Lives Captivity Trauma, where we've been affected by all the sadism and the scaredness is born with us and seem "slow" because of it, as these people with the unrecognized "Paleo-American Autism psychopathy," with dependence on "extra" hallucinogens, from other people's brains, have been locking other people up as much as possible all along.

Since I'm at Gw I've been writing on these 1-pages that their co-founder was generational-slave Obadiah Browne, probable son of Georgetown's founder John Carroll, d.1815. Their slave-strings went back to Europe and then to the Siberian base-camp of the Autism as this world-takeover was perpetrated. That puts you here may be in the middle-part of the slavery-system. I don't know why there isn't any objection to being in the slave-system. I'm the only one working on trying to explain the Autism psychopathy to backtrack and try to disentangle this to prevent the total extinction that we're headed for under this secret system; please discharge me. Kathleen Foskey (813/1554)
Dear George Washington University Hospital,

I'm trying to get discharged today, involuntarily here since 4/24. I feel like a fish that was caught that the medical-system pictures as being insurance-income from now till I die so doesn't want to let me go back to "civilian" life. While here I'd like to take the opportunity to try to disseminate that the global-system has got what I call "Paleo-American Autism psychopathy" with dependence on "extra" hallucinogens from other people's brains, developed from an accident-set in Prehistory that left unexposed or secret is taking us to extinction, probably TOTAL PLANETARY EXTINCTION. I researched about this because they've run a huge LIE off of me and I'm trying to get the government to cease helping to system to do this. I left my copies of the hundreds of evidence-filled letters I've been distributing here since 2005 sitting unsecured at the homeless shelter at 125 2nd St., N.E. and am anxious as can be to see that all this paperwork is actually still there, considering how controversial the subject matter. I'd been on my way to check on one person possibly interested in helping me with this when coming here befell me, where I really was greatly overtaxed but not to be staying here this long, and nobody else is interested in this; I have no idea what you other people think is going on or what the world is like. The term "Autism" is like a jinx because everyone thinks they know that that is about "slow" children and they lose interest, but "auto"=self and autism is self-ism, self-focus, self-absorption, feeling in a shell alone. I think the main symptom is repetition-fixation but all or nearly all of the medical and psych-social problems came with the Paleo-Americans when they mass-migrated to the Old World (the "Trojan war," after millennia lost alone in the New World, where so much damage was done that they just want the world cleared of others so they can "start over" but this isn't possible and only open discussion of the Autism peer pressure, is useless treatment.

Kathleen Forshey
8/13/55
Dear George Washington University Hospital,

I'm begging to be discharged since 4/25, surprise-whisked to here on 4/24 from the 425 and St. NW, homeless shelter where my life's work on paper was all left sitting out that it'd be a miracle if it wasn't thrown away, as I've been assured it wasn't somehow but I'd have to see it for myself on a combination of problems to do with the writing and with my oxygen levels being low. I feel the oxygen isn't an emergency but my papers are, and hardly know how to describe that EVERYTHING is actually a disaster in our society and around the world. That's how my health got run down that I'm alone with all this. I have no idea what kind of a society the rest of you think this is. It was set up for people with what I call "paleo-American Autism psychopathy" from a problem-set in Prehistory, most of the work for this system done by generational slaves, but the term "Autism" is so mis-used for "slow"-seeming children that no one listens once I say the system has it, its leaders do, and I haven't made any progress toward getting responsible adult attention to this and the system is really taking us to extinction, probably TOTAL PLANETARY EXTINCTION. There is NOTHING positive about this system in reality. I'm in Washington, I think, to try to get the government to cease participating or helping the system with a LURE sneak-run off of me, but I've probably really been here because it's where the system wanted the LURE which actually is how those threats at the back of the Bible have been being fulfilled. That is really difficult to prove but I've been gathering library-book evidence on this legitimitately since 2005 and only want to go check on those papers today now.

Kathleen Foshay
8/13/55
Dear George Washington University Hospital,

I was surprise taken here involuntarily on 4/24 and I'm trying
to get discharged immediately for securing my belongings better
back at the homeless shelter on 2nd Street, M.W., and trying to
figure how to best express to you that GWU/Colombian College
founder Obadiah Brown was a generation-slave to this global-
system that everywhere is in now. I'm the only one working on
that this system comes from a long lost then hostage-taking people
with what I call “Paleo-American Autism psychopathy” with dependence
on “extra” hallucinogens. I've learned this from a hoax played on me
back in 1978, where a Ronald McDonald-looking guy did a Rockefeller-connected
script of telling me he might try to “save the world” but it turns out that
to people with the Autism psychopathy “save” only means to save their lives
by feeding them, and they figure they are the world or whirled. Really
in Prehistory they'd forced their way over Beringia and accidentally extincted
the dinosaurs by egg-smashing and mega-fauna by cliff-running, alone in the
New World which wasn’t ready for people yet, evolving hallucinogenic
plants mostly extincted too but the enjoyment of them stuck in the brain.
Going to the Old World they wound up doing the same to the people and
the slaves that I mostly have learned about are depicted in the “Ghost Altarpiece”,
Carroll's type in the lower right inside corner, in the floppy hat with the
scalloped shell pilgrimage insignia that became the Shell Oil logo, and he
descended to become General Electric's longtime Jack Welch of Plastics,
while the large figure in the red cloak looks like a possible ancestor
of his wife, and she'd written an allegorical novel in 1993, “Judgment Call,”
that could be a big help in getting all of this straightened out before
we wind up extincted by this ill path the slaves had had to do all the work
toward, to where you're holding me sadistically now for example. Kathleen Foshay
4/29/14
The nebulizer treatments went from gth to never come back around 4/28
The of was de'd 3/1
The electronic things are easily tampered with by this secret "magic" or underground system we're in, like when I see copy machines & cell phones on computers.

Ethne Grandthor, Kathryn Boll Tetalik
-
The bizarre croak noise in my throat is somehow artificially done and is only around for the doctor types: emphysema/COPD Chronic Obs.
11/60, 80 pulse, 95 oxygen
Advent X2
Spiritiva X1

15PO, 5/31/14, mass 24, all yrs is & let the system take all the paper, but had to believe the propriety of it now, growing up for the vibration.

- Inside all seems normal, truly there. I know -- there's a sign as -- Becky had passed her funeral in May last year today. There are shot more fences from the CVS say the copy shop on E 82 across from the Seprogram Ave & pl. need to be like taking credit for a paved area. It seemed odd then at the CVS & then the big circle jerk off of 34th St.
Have Mr. Warren's copy / the grand delenda, call me Steve to take a statement & my clothes and to be bid with all this and I his money...so then #1 the #1 home to statement & choffee where my dad still is.

Back down into the Tgi the oxygen levels go... What a mess! @ hat. I really still need to do the scene downsign if I was heading in, so bed it right, now if the weather's improved I think, then I can go to CVS, over it to Away & it would be a quiet day for returning to the looking aslant, before I should review the paper for English teacher #1 & I'm in my way for everyday.
5/3/14 11:38:44 (try to forget since it's the big unread stack of the shelf)

I'm trying to figure why I have no attempt or interest in not-drinking coffee where I've only had Santa except that I cop on Monday. 4/28. This is a good question and add to that that tomorrow is Sunday when there's the 6 hours with nothing to do.

- My health is pretty good. I think the problems come artificially from the underground-system.

- Full consciousness, have organ failure, or possibly die.

- My health is pretty good. I'll try it without a tank and if there were problems I would try to get an oxygen tank. I think the problems come artificially from the underground-system.

- Goodness, no wonder I figure I'll need the better coffee. This is like a big list of threats for what the underground people will be trying to perpetrate on me.

- Advair x 2
  - Spiriva x 1
  - 10 PM: Just waiting for nurse Rhea to bring the clothes

MLK
616-24 5559 (612-2)

5/10: 931, K17
The web is very overdue.

Cheese headache
614-4 1558
Limit to which I think = thermal speed

2.3V: This massive decision about whether to buy coffee is made for me in that it's this time how to get to 115 + R + H to Meisel.

3:30 PM, odd scene outside: any short Chinese girl saying, as she viable, while trying to put this new Regulation 105 + A "slow" girl's bike in my type but slow jury by.
5/11/94 Thursday 10:30 AM

No one's been around this new Orange Team.

10:30 AM A new guy I guess is from DECO just came in & left & came back & showed a $5 for getting me to do the "Medicare" paperwork locally.

-Lawrence Printen, Case Manager

Britton Robinson MD Robinson (wouldn't take a flyer)

Dr. Mitchell Millwala, Florida

Stephence Orjent Rehab

Millwala

3 PM Nurse Eva just said to forget using the oxygen, my level is 88 & that's okay considering the COPD.

-One Out of Many

From Many to One

4 PM The nurse seems to be getting me out of here today plus I called the shelter and Rev. J said that of course there's a place for me tonight. She told me everything would be the same, or words to that effect that I really can't believe my pipes are there, that virtually everyday for the 9 years if I'd accumulated if the COPD stay I had "pneumonia" over my head, that they were going the way that all this has seemed to be separately the from me by a hospital stay, (PAK for over 3 days & trucking them summary) especially when they got weight & evidence that they wouldn't be allowed to exist. Sittin' down seems to lower the oxygen intake. I suspect lack of nitrogen in the air is more the problem but there's no telling. It's like an unlikely dash at 4:30 now. Wonder if I got there by 7:30 pm. I don't think there's much I can do to prepare for leaving here. I stopped, ceased, v2 way through a letter.

French Tostin
There's that Commerce illustration from the Brown v on the Capital steps.

LaBrea Ter Pit

Vlad Dracula's old area
to that it's dead in space

I haven't dealt with the part about that black hair is the
most obvious sign/symptom of the Autism psychopathy.
If I get out of this nightmare tomorrow, God help me.

I really can't run to go v on that chaplain then anyway, that it'd
be best to go there before 8 AM when he's likely to be at the
front desk. I could get there a week or two weeks that will be in a town that seems to
bail out bond everything. I'd should do that on Tuesday morning before
8 AM and find out if there's anything going. If not I have no idea,
still stuck in the position of no responsible adult. God help me I
guess this is about my competency, but even being released
to return as a homeless person, that's no help in being able
to make contacts on the worldwide Autism problem and how to
get it fixed. The 1st page of a letter to the Secy of Commerce, what
would be on it to defer the part about the common practice of
turning people into hydrocarbons, what could take up space from
straight text or what would the straight text be without
that chaplain's help I don't think I can reach anyone, I don't
know why not (except all the fear of decapitation.)
Dear George Washington University Hospital,

I've involuntarily been here since 4/24 and am in great danger of losing all the work I've done the past 9 years, copies of my letters to people and places all over Washington trying to get it straightened out that the global-system we're in was invented for people with "Paleo-American Autism psychopathy" with dependence on "extra" hallucinogens. Unless this is fixed we're really headed to TOTAL PLANETARY EXTINCTION.

I know about this because of a joke played on me but my research turned up all this legitimate problem everywhere and I've got to have all this paperwork in order to keep letter-writing till responsible adult attention is working on this "Autism," where generally the label is put for people who actually have "Past-Lives Captivity Trauma."

GWU's co-founder Obadiah Brown was a generational-slave after Georgetown College's John Carroll (d.1815) and they'd come from the slave-system in Europe that stretched out from back under Siberia-Tuva as the Paleo-Americans had found a mid-point base camp back in Biblical days. Then General Electric's old Jack Welch looks like Carroll and with his wife, Suzy, could be an easy way to straighten a lot of the whole situation, used as examples for the generational-slavery and its history, where GW and therefore then this hospital were founded by slaves for the Autism psychopathy, making GWU/H part of this ill-founded system of turning the planet "world-conquered" by the Autism, and then you have me sitting here begging you now to stop holding me here. There isn't much future for your set as slaves and you're the best and brightest type that should be leading the world up, but we're really going down to extinction and nobody but me is trying to get this fixed. Please let me go secure that my papers are okay.  

Kathleen Foshaay (4/13/51)

4/29/14
I'd used their little lobby library for a few months. It was all this same strange stuff and my letters not acknowledged, except I wrote a note to ask a girl to cease terrorizing me and they told me I couldn't come back there anymore.

All of that came from this same "Ghost Altpiece" group's then going into the petroleum, melted people, business, the same "Suzy's people" to Hermann Oberth to this homeless shelter and Jack Welch's Plastics work.

After wasn't an escape from the shuffle-routine of 2nd & D Sts. to the library at 9th and E Sts, diagonally across from the St. Patrick's Church, I'd spent a lot of the summer at the Library of Congress, and the branch library at Eastern Market, S.E. Offhand it seemed like people were LUXE-collected while I was at the doc a lot, then infected with these "slug pneomonia" germs I call this bizarre "cold" illness, where I cough up green globs like pieces of slug-leaches. It seemed like there was a lot of that in the SE, and that that's how people are being turned to muck, by "consumption" from this slug-illness.

There must be something really "Autist" that has a Slave-command center that all of this against-nature horror gets ordered from. How can this be broken through to? I've always or since about 1938 figured it's under the Siberia-Mongolia border. There's an old country named Tova there.

Most dangerous, probably connected to their...
Like a child the people with the Autism and their partners only don't want to get caught and retributed, would rather that the planet and everything on it just die off.

So I'm always trying to find assistance with this letter-writing to try to get the Autism recognized.

I've only found 1 book that's useful. Most of the material has what I call the "Past-Lives Captivity Trauma" confused for the Autism.

What I figure happened is that early walking people were entranced by the sight of the sun in the morning, as it looks like it's rising, but I group couldn't be deterred from trying to "catch" the sun before it "rises" from the ground and got ill forcing their way over Beringia, then were over in this New World with no other humans for no guessing how long, 40,000-250,000 years I'd guess.

It looks to me like they'd done their 1st home-takeover to dinosaur nests, moving in for warmth and the food brought to the hatchlings...
It's difficult to pull all my blind-side little pieces of evidence together but it clearly looks like that from the time of the Great Alterpiece where they turned the scallop-shell logo of the Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostella into the Shell Oil logo, worn by a character walking between the large character like Suzy Welch's or Dr. Safai's maybe-ancestor and the odd young boy with the Autism (psychopathy) the character with the pilgrimage logo scallop shell maybe even looking like Jack Welch's ancestor. One that looks like Oberth/Mitch Snyder's type seen like peeking over the Autism-boy's head. From that time through to now they've been working on selling the black goop. I'm trying to explain that that's the sick idea of a mentally-ill child that's gone undetected, but the 20th century kept lots of records and files on everything and we can backtrack to see the prehistory of the development of the Autism to get the situation untangled to prevent TOTAL PLANETARY EXTINCTION.
Jack and Suzy Welch's respective ancestors, and an Artist, were depicted on the "Pilgrims" panel of the big "Ghent Alterpiece" said to be painted in 1432. It's also called "The Adoration of the Mystic Lamb."

In Suzy's "Judgment Call" novel is the 1st time I've seen it written that dead bodies turn to black goop, to petroleum. It looks like "Suzy's people" were found and taken to the post-Trojan War, which was really an invasion, not a war, Asian mainland. The Artists already knew about leaving dead bodies to turn to liquid and liked that method and set about turning the "materiel" into explosives and then lamp oil-kerosene then gasoline and airplane fuel, the airplanes invented for better hunting of people.

A group of the early "stunt pilots" came over here and "seeded" everywhere from Canada to Argentina for producing more airplane fuel from this disembodied ovaries "growing" of people problem that the Artist-Neanderthal partners had learned you could do that from dead bodies too, and one of the pilots was Roland Garros and I don't think he'd died in 1918-1919 but had had facial reconstruction that turned him into Hermann Oberth.
(brain) and what the Temple has I call "Past-Lives Captivity Trauma," that made her moldable to become the slavemaker/designer of the 21st century. You don't know anything about her unless you hear her talk; her voice is shrill and indescribable; she sounds retarded and you know she doesn't know about human-slaughter.

1. Larry, Moe = Amy Tan's pater → Green Country O. North → M.K. Decker
2. P.R. = Freedom Alliance
3. Taiwan, Chicago: Edelma/P.R. → Henry Pierce III. Clinton Scope = freed son #2
4. #3 = Ed W. Stanton
5. 1-3 =
6. 2-4 =
7. 3-4 = Ed W. Stanton
8. TPE evidence - Paleo-Americans + Budding took part in the Semitic FBI Captive 
   (switched to only be the Pres_failese because the under-giving Fascism - 999
   9. 4/26/19, Saturday
1. On a way
2. how the Adults took over TPE
3. The Non-Primitive He [Che] is the Nergal's -middle
   Jack = Sony 1992 novel "Judgment Call"
2. (c) if she got up it might look like Martha Snyder/Heaven Obi/Okpokw
   (go to bubble) → How to get to moon → Roger Jack Fassey
   video/Martha Snyder
   - Reagan
   (2) City Councilmen #2 - Mid-HVAC
   breakfast-strain of VFA's, tech in their
   - It was such subtle art I'd hate to let me
   in a bit to good rain collection

all of confusion, mistakes, disaster